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Restricting test access to the UNL Testing Centers 

The Exam Commons in the Digital Learning Center and the Services for Students with Disabilities testing labs 
allow for proctored testing by restricting tests to only be taken in these labs.  Restrictions are done by using 
Internet Protocol Address (or IP Address) which is a unique address that computing devices such as personal 
computers, tablets, and smartphones use to identify itself. 

To restrict your Blackboard test so that it can only be taken in one of these labs, do the following. 

 Enter the test/quiz where you want to restrict access to. 

 Deploy your tests in the content area of your choice. This opens the Test Options window. 

 In the Restrict Location dropdown menu, choose “DLC Exam Commons”. 

 Uncheck the option for “Force Completion” and don’t set a password. This isn’t needed. 

 Set any other test options you desire at this point and click “Submit”.

 

Test Availability Exceptions from any computer 

There may be situations where you need to make an exception for a student or group of students to allow them 
to take the test from someplace outside of the Exam Commons (IP range). When this is the case, you may use 
the Test Availability Exceptions in Test Options to exclude specified students and/or groups of students from the 
location restriction, as shown below: 
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Students with this exception enabled are able to take the test from any location, even if it is restricted for other 
students. 

Test Availability Exceptions from specific computers 

There may be situations where you allow access on another computer outside of the DLC Exam Commons. 
Perhaps the student is in your office and needs to take it there.  You can allow computer(s) outside of the lab if 
needed. Have the student attempt the test on the desired computer that you want to allow access. Blackboard 
will capture the student’s information and the IP address of the computer they attempted to take the test on.  

 Enter the test/quiz where you have restricted access to. 

 To see this information, simply click on the test link.  

 Any students who might have tried to take the test outside of the restricted range will show in a list with 
their name and the IP Address of where they were. 

 To allow the student to go ahead and take the test from their location, click on the “Override” button. 

 Any other students who may have tried to take the test outside the restricted area can be dismissed or 
ignored. Dismiss will remove them from the list.  These students can still take the test in the defined IP 
range (DLC Exam Commons).  

 

 

 

 

 


